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command and conquer: generals is a real-time strategy video game that is the successor of the command and
conquer series. command and conquer: generals is a campaign-based video game with an action-packed rts style

gameplay. the game takes place in the future, two decades after the second world war. you can take control of one of
two factions, the global defense initiative or the united nations, and fight against each other to become the ultimate

commander. command and conquer: generals puts you in the role of commander, directing the war effort and
creating an army of up to 100 fully customizable soldiers and giving them individual fighting styles, skills and abilities.

you can lead your troops into battle against other nations as you fight for the fate of the earth, conquering your
enemies in creative ways to dominate. the game offers three campaigns that will take you to places like the middle
east, central america, and south africa. command and conquer: generals is one of the best rts titles and the most

anticipated games in the history of the series. try it out and enjoy the game. command and conquer: generals zero
hour is a remake of the classic rts command and conquer generals, featuring brand new campaigns and units, and

radically improved graphics. command and conquer: generals zero hour is an action-packed rts, bringing you the new
experiences that youll love in an exciting and highly entertaining rts game. command and conquer: generals zero

hour lets you take a more strategic approach to the game-play, leading to new ways to conquer, battle and
strategize, and expand your empire. make the best use of your time to reach for total domination by conquering your
enemies, capturing and defending your bases. lead a powerful army, equip it with powerful weapons and defend your
empire to defeat your enemies and expand further. dominate and seize the power by simply building your own bases,
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collecting resources and by conquering the enemy installations. the unique rts element of the game lets you gather
up enough resources, build your defenses and make strategies, raise immensely powerful armies to defeat your
enemies, attack on your enemies from ground, air and sea and dominate where ever you go. its an outstanding

strategy game and simply superb.
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